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SMPTE ST 2110 supports both uncompressed and compressed video, which allows it
to be used in live production workﬂows for both high and lower value content. And
while the whole production quality spectrum will use the same set of standards,
building a Wide Area Network (WAN) that provides the quality demanded by
at-home and distributed high-end live production, while also meeting the price
pressure from lower-end live productions is challenging. In the end it very much
comes down to one’s ability to seamlessly mix private and public network
infrastructure.
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HIGH- AND LOW-END WORKFLOWS
FROM A NETWORK PERSPECTIVE

Technically the diﬀerence between high- and
low-end live production workﬂows is the
acceptable level of output quality, but fundamentally the diﬀerence really comes from the
content value, and therefore from the acceptable level of production and infrastructure
cost. Quality is simply the main parameter to
adjust when going from high value to lower
value content in order to meet lower cost
point requirements.
Practically speaking high-end live production workﬂows tend to be uncompressed or
use lossless compression (such as JPEG 2000,
VC2, TICO) while low-end live workﬂows tend
to be highly compressed (using for example
MPEG4 or HEVC). High-end workﬂows therefore use a lot more bandwidth than low-end
workﬂows, translating to higher infrastructure
costs throughout the chain, from the local
network, through the Wide Area Network and
all the way to archiving and storage.
To support both high- and low-end ST 2110
workﬂows the WAN must support
uncompressed, light compression and heavy
compression

But quality is about more than compression
grade. In live production it is also about latency. Relaxed latency requirements reduce cost,
both because they allow for compression and
thus less bandwidth, but also because they
allow the use of lower cost network infrastructure such as the public internet instead of
more expensive leased lines.

Low quality transport characteristics from
public infrastructure such as the internet can
almost always be compensated for by adding
latency, using quality-enhancing technologies such as forward-error correction (FEC)
and retransmission (ARQ).

FIGURE 1: QUALITY ENHANCING TECHNOLOGY INCREASE
QUALITY BY ADDING LATENCY

The WAN must be ﬂexible to delay and provide
quality enhancing technologies such
as retransmission.

In order to support both high- and
low-end ST 2110 workﬂows across a WAN
infrastructure, it needs to be ﬂexible enough
to meet the cost points, compression levels
and latency requirements associated with
both high- and low-end workﬂows. It also
needs to support the fundamental
requirements that comes from transporting
ST 2110 across a WAN, as well as the
requirements from new ﬂexible workﬂows
enabled by ST 2110, such as at-home and
distributed live production.
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BASIC SMPTE ST 2110 REQUIREMENTS ON
WIDE AREA NETWORKS
The requirements for transporting ST 2110
over a Wide Area Network can be categorized into two groups: Challenges that are
new with ST 2110, and challenges that remain
from when we carried SDI over IP based
WANs.
I. WAN challenges that remain the same
Moving from SDI to IP and ST 2110
doesn't fundamentally change the fact that
the carried media is still used for professional production of relatively high-value
content. And that's why many of the basic
requirements from the past remain the same
going forward.
Broadcast quality video is still a
constant bit rate (CBR) stream that cannot
handle loss. This is true for both high- and
low-end production workﬂows. Loss of data
means loss of video.
The WAN must provide lossless transport of CBR video.

Finally, the need for multicast remains
with ST 2110. A challenging requirement in
the WAN where underlying infrastructure is
often shared and usually doesn’t support IP
multicast technology natively.
The WAN must provide multicast support over
non-multicast-aware infrastructure.

II. New requirements because of SMPTE ST 2110
essence streams

Some new requirements can be derived
directly from the technical diﬀerences
between ST 2110 and SDI, such as how to
manage stream identiﬁcation in the WAN. In
ST 2110 each essence stream (i.e., each video,
audio or ancillary data stream) has its own
identiﬁcation, which needs to be retained
from source to destination.

With separate essence streams also
comes the requirement to actually treat all
streams independently. This is needed to
route, protect and prioritize each essence
stream separately, and to make sure that
one stream never aﬀects the quality and
characteristics of another stream.

FIGURE 2: EACH ESSENCE STREAM MUST BE TREATED
SEPARATELY

The WAN must retain ST 2110 stream identification and provide
separate bandwidth guarantees, routing and protection per
stream.

With SDI-based services the quality
requirements were a bit more black or white,
with clear characteristics speciﬁcations. But
with IP and ST 2110-based streams there are
degradations that could be acceptable
depending on quality expectations. In a
low-end production workﬂow, bit errors,
even those resulting in visual impairments,
may be OK every now and then.
The WAN must support different levels of quality expectations
for different workflows.

Finally, the standard also speciﬁes the
size of data bursts a receiver must be able to
handle [3]. IP networks naturally add bursts in
each network hop, so building a WAN that
avoids increasing burstiness is key to standards-compliant ST 2110 transport over long
distances.
The WAN must avoid adding burstiness
per hop.
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III. New requirements because of SMPTE ST 2110
synchronization

The shift from a synchronous technology
(SDI) to an asynchronous technology (IP)
requires a new way of synchronizing sources, so that all elementary streams can be
joined up into one and the same production.
ST 2110 solves this by carrying timing information with each elementary stream and by
making sure that each source is synchronized in time with good enough accuracy.
On top of synchronizing feeds in time
there is also a need to convey play-out
timing with really high quality to meet the
needs of professional media production.
This is actually where the real challenge lies,
as this is where accuracy requirements are
really high. But it is also a challenge that is
well known in WAN environments, as the
same had to be done when transporting
SDI over IP.
To solve this in the past each vendor
came up with their own solution to synchronize play-out over IP. But with ST 2110 there
is now a standardized way of doing it using
PTP (IEEE 1588).

There are also other alternatives, and GPS
is typically the ﬁrst choice for most broadcasters. PTP usually comes in when GPS is
not feasible, at certain hard-to-reach locations, as backup or protection against
jamming and spooﬁng or simply because of
regulatory requirements.
What's challenging about PTP is that it
demands very low network jitter (delay
variation). In a studio where PTP is sent
across one or a few network switches that
are dedicated to live production this is less
of an issue. But over the WAN, where
distances are longer and the number of hops
larger, PTP accuracy becomes a major challenge.
Testing and simulations described in [4]
shows that to get the accuracy needed you
need a WAN with on-path support for
synchronization/PTP.
The WAN should provide on-path PTP support with a media
network overlay to enable PTP across leased infrastructure.
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BASIC DISTRIBUTED PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS ON WIDE
AREA NETWORKS
Distributed workﬂows are really one of the
most interesting and important live production changes brought by the shift to IP. But
when ST 2110 workﬂows move from a single
production facility into a wide area network, a
new set of challenges arise.
I. Automated network control

First of all, the network infrastructure needs to
be programmable and possible to automate
through a centralized controller. When workﬂows cross multiple locations, the controller
needs to set up connectivity not only within a
production facility but also in the WAN.

Productions utilizing cloud resources have
even more real-time workﬂow changes,
leading to more real-time traﬃc changes in
the network. A resource may be used one
minute, but not the next. The network needs
to do more than just adapt to changing bandwidth needs when resources are used and
not. There will also be changing traﬃc paths
and characteristics requirements. As an example, transcoding might happen in one datacenter today but move to another one tomorrow.
The WAN must provide consistent performance no matter
the time of day, network load or location.

On top of providing consistent performance, there are also scalability challenges
that come with distributed workﬂows. How
to add locations over time without redesigning the network? Is it designed to scale? Is it
even using technologies that can scale from a
simple point-to-point setup between two
locations?
FIGURE 3: AUTOMATED NETWORK CONTROL OF THE

The WAN must be designed to scale
in terms of number of locations.

The WAN must be programmable through automated network
control

II. Consistent performance with scalability

With distributed live production the WAN is
right in the middle of the workﬂow. For that
reason, the WAN must provide consistent
characteristics no matter the time of day,
network load or location. Otherwise the live
production workﬂows need to be aware of,
and adapt to, changing network characteristics.
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A SOLUTION THAT SUPPORTS BOTH HIGHAND LOW-END WORKFLOWS
As outlined above, high-end workﬂows
demand that the WAN provides guaranteed
bandwidth, low latency and on-path support
for PTP. Also, on top of non-PTP-aware
infrastructure. It should also support both
uncompressed and lightly compressed
media.
Low-end workﬂows on the other hand
demands low-bandwidth, low-quality
connectivity over public infrastructure while
needing suﬃcient media transport quality.
This means the WAN needs to provide
heavy compression support combined with
quality-enhancing technologies such as
retransmission.
I. Lossless transport using diﬀerent methods

Lossless transport using bandwidth guarantees is reasonably simple to accomplish in a
studio environment with overprovisioning.
But it is a lot more challenging over long
distances and a mix of infrastructure. For
high-end workﬂows over dedicated or
leased infrastructure it is doable, even
though guaranteeing bandwidth without
operational complexity remains one of the
key challenges for transporting production
quality video over wide areas.
For low-end workﬂows traversing public
infrastructure there is simply no way to
provide true bandwidth guarantees. To
compensate for the lack of bandwidth
guarantees, retransmission technologies are
typically used to provide lossless media
transport over lossy infrastructure.
II. Broadcast quality over low-cost infrastructure

The single most important WAN requirement to support low-end workﬂows is
providing low-cost connectivity. As previously described, this is accomplished by relaxing
a number of quality aspects such as compression quality and latency.

The reason low-cost connectivity based
on public infrastructure can now be used in
professional broadcast for is because of
mature retransmission technology. This
technology comes in many shapes and
forms, from proprietary solutions to the
open source alternative SRT (Secure Reliable
Transport) and to the standards driven RIST
(Reliable Internet Stream Transport).
All of these alternatives fundamentally
work the same. If data is lost, the receiver
communicates this back to the sender,
which then retransmits the missing data
again. The sender buﬀers incoming data to
make sure that everything is delivered in
order, also when some data needs to be
retransmitted. The more latency that can be
tolerated, the bigger this buﬀer can be, and
the more times a single piece of data is
allowed to be retransmitted. Meaning the
more robust the setup is to glitches and
failures along the transport path.
Perhaps obvious, but the added latency
introduced by retransmission technology is
very seldom acceptable for high-end workﬂows, meaning the WAN needs to be ﬂexible
enough to apply retransmission as and when
needed.
The WAN must be able to apply retransmission
technology flexibly per link or per service.

III.

Multicast over any infrastructure

Multicast is commonly used in professional media transport, and native IP multicast
has evolved a lot over the past decade to
now support professional media inside
production facilities. And while a WAN can
be built on top of dedicated ﬁbers or wavelengths to solve multicast in the same way,
this will severely limit reach and ﬂexibility as
leased lines, VPNs or Ethernet services
cannot be used.
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It would also result in diﬀerent multicast
solutions for high- and low-end workﬂows,
as the low-end workﬂows over public infrastructure could never use IP multicast
Consistent multicast capabilities on any
underlying infrastructure has always been a
challenge in WAN environments and continues to be so with ST 2110. The only solution is
having a media overlay that handles multicast the same way no matter if the underlying infrastructure is dedicated ﬁber, wavelengths, leased lines or the public internet.
The WAN must provide multicast capabilities
using a media overlay that handles multicast
consistently no matter the infrastructure.

IV.

Bursts within ST 2110 speciﬁcations

IP networks naturally add bursts in each
network hop. An ST 2110 stream that is compliant when leaving one location, may no
longer be compliant when arriving at the
next after crossing the WAN.
Like loss of information, data delivered in
large bursts can be compensated for by
introducing latency, using technologies such
as traﬃc shaping, which smooths bursts by
storing incoming data and transmitting at a
consistent pace.
Shaping a ST 2110 stream before it leaves
the WAN is a simple solution to solving burst
issues. Unfortunately, it introduces too much
latency for most high-end workﬂows. While
shaping is a suﬃcient solution for low-end
workﬂows, high-end workﬂows instead
demand a solution that does not introduce
bursts along the path in the ﬁrst place.

V.

Synchronization with PTP and GPS

Synchronization can either be carried
across the network using PTP, or
out-of-band using GPS. PTP has advantages
for locations where GPS is hard to reach, as
backup and for security purposes.
In practice the possibility to provide
suﬃcient PTP characteristics quality is
restricted to cases where the underlying
infrastructure provides good characteristics.
Even a media-aware network overlay providing on-path PTP support cannot compensate
for the low transport qualities of public
infrastructure. That means in reality, typically
only high-end workﬂows will have any kind
of PTP support.
Low-end workﬂows using public infrastructure will today have to rely on out-of-band
mechanisms for synchronization such as GPS
or use no synchronization at all and try to
conceal the buﬀer-slip errors with proprietary methods.

The WAN must use technologies and design
to avoid introducing bursts at every hop for
high-end content.
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CONCLUSION – SEAMLESSLY MIXING PRIVATE AND PUBLIC
INFRASTRUCTURE IS THE KEY
Designing and building a WAN that provides
the quality required by at-home and distributed high-end production, while it at the same
time meets the cost point of low-end productions is challenging. As described throughout
this paper, the fundamental quality diﬀerence
and acceptable cost level leads to the use of
very diﬀerent technical solutions.
The key to supporting both high- and
low-end live production workﬂows is the
ability to mix these diﬀerent technologies and
to mix private and public infrastructure.

To do so without adding operational complexity this mix must be seamless. To the
extent possible, operations must remain
consistent no matter the infrastructure or
technology used. And while this can be
partially accomplished using orchestration,
the more that can be reused from the tech
and product stack across all technologies
and infrastructure types the better.
After all, truly seamless and simple operations can only be accomplished with products that present a similar look and feel and
similar operational capabilities for all types of
workﬂows.
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